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Davenham Asset Finance

VEHICLE FINANCE

Finance Lease | Lease Purchase | Hire Purchase | Refinance | Turnaround Finance | Short Term Funding

Solving Your Vehicle Finance
Needs in Partnership Together
Davenham Asset Finance are specialists in
providing vehicle finance with funding solutions
from £15,000 - £ 350,000.
With feedback from our brokers, we have introduced this
dedicated asset service designed specifically for intermediaries
who we work in partnership with, in the near and sub-prime
vehicle finance market.

Tailormade Solutions
We can offer a range of terms to
home-owner clients including:
• Non-regulated hire purchase up to 60
months or 48 months with a balloon
• Non-regulated finance lease up to 60
months or 48 months with a balloon
• Refinance up to 48 months

We recognise that the vehicle finance market requires a different
approach. Speed and simplicity are our priority when considering
vehicle finance proposals.
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CASE STUDIES

The Need

The Need

A new-start business wanted to finance the acquisition of a
2007 Rolls Royce Phantom for £130,000 from Rolls Royce,
with previous trading and personal adverse history.

A highly geared truck rental business wanted
to finance a Mercedes tractor unit costing
£50,000 + VAT from a Mercedes Dealership.

The Davenham Solution

The Davenham Solution

We financed the car on a 48 month Finance Lease with a
sensible deposit and the support of a personal guarantee.

We were able to finance the truck on a
48 month Finance Lease with a 12% initial
rental and personal guarantees.

Assets Considered

If you are looking for a

Davenham’s Vehicle finance solution caters for both near and
sub-prime clients for all of the following vehicle types:

quality vehicle finance
provider, contact a member
of the Davenham team on

• Brand new cars

• Ambulances

• Classic cars

• Buses and coaches

0161 832 8484 or

• Sports and Performance cars

• Chauffeur hire cars

enquiries@davenham.co.uk.

• Used prestige and sports cars up to
20 years old (at the end of the term)

• HGVs and tankers

• Black cabs
• Horse boxes
• Light and heavy commercial vehicles
• Motor homes
• All-terrain vehicles

• Minicabs / private hire
• Prestige cars

For further information on
our other products and

• Recovery trucks

services, or to see how

• Tractor units

businesses have benefitted

• Trailers

from working in partnership

• Vans and minibuses

with us, see our case studies

Why Choose Davenham for Vehicle Finance?
Our Vehicle finance product has been created as a unique service to meet
the needs of businesses that would otherwise struggle to obtain funding for
vehicles. Given our years of experience as a finance provider, we have the
confidence to work in partnership with you to ensure your clients achieve
the finance they need.

and testimonials at
www.davenhamassetfinance.co.uk
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